Welcome to the Rocket Software Quarterly Newsletter
We’d like to use this update to give you a snapshot of the latest Rocket Software news
and product updates relevant to our valued clients in Singapore. For this edition we’ll
be concentrating on effective Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) which is key
to streamlining a team’s ability to produce and release software.

29 March Announcement:
Singapore DevOps teams benefit from Rocket and Kantion partnership
In response to an increase in installations in Asia of Rocket's Aldon
Application Lifecycle Management product, Rocket Software and their
Premier Partner Kantion are bringing additional Aldon skills and
resource to Singapore.
This expansion is in line with Rocket Software’s already-impressive
growth that has seen it establish a solid track record across industries as
diverse as banking, finance, insurance, government, pharmaceuticals, CPG, IT and
electronics in Singapore.
“Singapore's IBM i community supports a vibrant business culture, so enabling
efficient, reliable application changes across IBM i and other platforms is key for
IT teams.” explains Richard Bryett, Kantion's Managing Director. “As a result, we
have further invested in our Aldon implementation and training resources and are
working closely with Rocket to deliver the expertise needed in Singapore."
Kantion is a Rocket Premier Partner with over a decade of experience in implementing
and supporting Aldon, and recent investment in additional staff and skills has been key
to supporting a growing customer base of over 30 Aldon customers. For more detail on
Kantion, visit - http://www2.rocketsoftware.com/Bc00zB2IC000006S00wI00e

3 Top White Papers, eBooks & Case Studies
ALM - The Cost of Doing Nothing
Download the Free eBook: Top Excuses, Reality Checks and the Cost of Doing

Nothing with Application Lifecycle Management
Case Study: How Nintendo Uses Rocket Aldon Solutions
Learn how Rocket Aldon Lifecycle Manager has met "our high expectations with its
multi-platform solution ...[and brought] new levels of operations efficiency for the
company" Don Birch, IS Business Manager, Nintendo of America
ALM Hub Whitepaper
Seven Reasons why Development, Operations, and IT Management are All on Board
with the Rocket ALM Hub

Limited Time Offer on an ALM Health Check:
Don’t Wait - Sign Up Today!
The ALM Health Check is a half day engagement
where an experienced ALM consultant comes into your
office, talks to users and provide advice on best
practice ALM practices. In short, it’s about maximising
the value you get from your software investment, at no
cost, with no strings attached. This offer is available
until 30 June 2016. To learn more, please contact Sam Tate.

Newly Released Webinar Recording:
IBM Systems Magazine Webinar: Successful Strategies for Going
Mobile on IBM i
Simplify mobile development and deployment, safeguard enterprise data, and see how
your application is performing in real-time.
Listen here!
To learn more about anything in this newsletter, contact Sam Tate.
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